We use a state-of-the-art non-equilibrium quantum transport simulation code, NEMO-1D, to address the device physics and performance benchmarking of cross-plane superlattice Peltier coolers. Our findings show quantitatively how barriers in cross-plane superlattices degrade the electrical performance, i.e. power factor. The performance of an In 0.53 Ga 0.47 As/In 0.52 Al 0.48 As cross-plane SL Peltier cooler is lower than that of either a bulk In 0.53 Ga 0.47 As or bulk In 0.52 Al 0.48 As device, mainly due to quantum mechanical effects. We find that a cross-plane SL device has a Seebeck coefficient vs. conductance tradeoff that is no better than that of a bulk device. The effects of tunneling and phase coherence between multi barriers are examined. It is shown that tunneling, SL contacts, and coherency only produce oscillatory behavior of Seebeck coefficient vs. conductance without a significant gain in PF. The overall TE device performance is, therefore, a compromise between the enhanced Seebeck coefficient and degraded conductance.
INTRODUCTION
The dimensionless figure of merit, 2 ZT S GT K = , is the primary material parameter governing the maximum thermoelectric (TE) efficiency. Here T is the temperature, S is the Seebeck coefficient, G is the electrical conductance, and K is the thermal conductance, which is the sum of the electronic contribution, K e , and the lattice thermal conductance, K ph . Most recent improvements in ZT have been achieved by phonon engineering to reduce the lattice thermal conductivity [1] [2] [3] . One way is to use thin film superlattices (SLs), which has led to significant reduction in the lattice thermal conductivity and, therefore, enhanced TE performance [4] . The possibility of enhancing the electronic component (S 2 G, power factor: PF) of TE performance by using SL devices has been studied. First quantitative calculations for in-plane direction in SLs were done by Hicks and Dresselhaus in 1993 [5, 6] and showed promising results. For crossplane transport in SL, it has been predicted that energy filtering will lead to significant increases in ZT under a certain condition [7] . A single barrier and multi-layer thermionic refrigeration were proposed [8, 9] . Experimentally, researchers have shown the increase in S by filtering out low energy electrons, but a limited increase in power factors due to the decrease in electrical conductivity [10] [11] [12] .
Although there have been a number of studies, it is still not clear how a SL affects the electronic performance i.e. PF. This work explores the physics of transport in single barrier and multi-barrier (i.e. SL) TE devices using a sophisticated quantum transport model, NEMO-1D [13] [14] [15] . A clear understanding of how barriers affect the PF is essential for developing single barrier or multi-barrier TE devices with enhanced PF and is the objective of this paper.
APPROACH
In the linear response regime, the Landauer expressions for electronic transport properties such as G, S, and K e are expressed as
where 48 As SL is considered as a model structure, and an effective mass model is used in NEMO. To begin with, we examine the hetero-junction and then a single barrier is studied with varying barrier thickness to evaluate quantitatively the effect of tunneling. Then, the effects of multiple barriers are studied. The effect of multiple barriers include first, the effect of "SL contacts" and second, the effects of phase coherency between SL periods. Sketches of test structures are shown in Fig. 1 . 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Hetero-junction and Single barrier
A previous theoretical study [16] suggested a simple general rule in a semiclassical picture that given the transmission (number of conducting modes) in the emitter and the barrier, the smaller one determines overall transmission at the hetero-junction. As shown in Fig. 2(a) , the semiclassical transmission (blue solid line) of the hetero-junction is the lower of transmission of bulk In 0.53 Ga 0.47 As and that of bulk In 0.52 Al 0.48 As. For the most of energy range, the overall transmission is determined by the barrier because of its lower number of conducting modes. The NEMO simulations at the hetero-junction were compared to the semiclassical transmission. It is seen that the slope of NEMO ( ) e T E becomes shallower than semiclassical one due to QM reflection at the junction interface. The inset of Fig. 2(a) is a contour plot of NEMO transmission at hetero-junction as a function of longitudinal energy (horizontal-axis) and transverse energy (vertical-axis). Note that transmission is close to one even when incident longitudinal energy is less than barrier height or close to zero. This occurs because of transverse momentum and total energy conservation condition at the interface. In the case of homo-junction, however, the transmission is independent of the transverse energy which is not shown here. In comparison to the hetero-junction, the transmission for the single barrier with barrier thickness of 20 nm (thick enough to suppress tunneling current) is smaller due to Fabry-Perot type interference. Therefore, it can be easily predicted that QM evaluation of transmission gives worse electrical conductance than semiclassical approach. In addition, the weak energy dependence of transmission produces a small S from Eq. (2). Overall S vs. G tradeoff and PF vs. E F are shown in Fig. 3(a) and 4(a) . It is seen that PF of a single barrier is about 50% of bulk In 0.52 Al 0.48 As and no better than heterojunction and bulk In 0.53 Ga 0.47 As. Next, the effect of tunneling is quantitatively evaluated in a single barrier. Figure 2(b) shows the transmission for barrier thickness of 6, 21, 70 and 100 Å. As the barrier thickness gets smaller, i.e., tunneling contribution is dominant, the overall curve is reduced to ( ) e T E of bulk In 0.53 Ga 0.47 As and energy dependency of ( ) e T E becomes weak. The corresponding results of S vs. G tradeoff and PF vs. barrier thickness are shown in Fig. 3(b) and 4(b) . In Fig. 4(b) , comparing to thick barrier case (ex: 200 Å), it can be seen that PF generally decreases with thickness down to 21 Å and then increases again to the value of bulk In 0.53 Ga 0.47 As. However, the behavior of PF from 200 down to 21 Å shows a local maximum of PF at thickness of 70 Å, which is in contrast to the conventional notion that electrons should not tunnel through barriers for maximum cooling performance. The 15% improvement in comparison to thick barrier case is attributed to the delicate interplay between S and G as shown in Fig. 3(b) : This behavior results from nonmonotonic behavior of S vs. E F due to non-negligible tunneling current. It can be understood from the two band model: Fig. 3(b) ). The location of local maximum of S tot depends on barrier thickness: local maximum of S tot vs. E F moves toward lower E F as barrier becomes thick. Though this behavior enhances PF slightly, tunneling generally degrades the electronic performance. 
Multi Barriers
Firstly, the effect of "SL contacts" is studied to see if there is possibility to enhance the PF of a single barrier TE device when it is the first period of SL as shown in Fig. 1(c) . A single period of SL is composed of In 0.53 Ga 0.47 As (50 Å)/ In 0.52 Al 0.48 As (70 Å). As shown in the inset of Fig. 2(c) , SL contacts produce mini-bands, though they are not sharply defined because strong phase relaxation is assumed (τ = 5 ×10 -14 s corresponding to a broadening of 6.6 meV). The effects of SL contacts saturates as the number of periods increase from 2 periods of SLs to 9 periods of SLs in the contact (total no. of barrier is 10). The ( ) e T E for SL contacts is no better than a single barrier case, resulting in poor PF as shown in Fig. 4(c) .
Next, we examine how phase coherency between the SL periods affects the performance. The device region is extended from 1 barrier to 10 barriers. Increasing coherency between SL periods makes more sharply defined mini-bands, resulting in a step-like ( ) e T E curve, as shown in Fig. 2(d) . It is also seen that ( ) e T E becomes shallow as coherency become stronger. Therefore, this leads to no improvement in PF as shown in Fig. 4(d) though the step shaped ( ) e T E (or minibands) leads to oscillatory S behaviors as shown in Fig. 3(c) and (d). 
CONCLUSIONS
We examined Peltier cooling in semiconductor SL devices. Quantum transport simulations for hetero-junction and single barrier show that transmission degrades due to QM effects, leading to 50% reduction in PF comparing to bulk barrier materials. In addition, the role of SL contacts and phase coherence in the SL are studied in multi barriers. Our study shows that PF of multi barrier structures is no better than a single barrier TE device. Tunneling, SL contacts and coherency produce oscillatory behavior in the S vs. G tradeoff, in contrast to conventional monotonic decreasing behavior, but we found no gain in PF. The effect of electrostatic selfconsistency, scattering, and SL structure design are under study.
